Color Animals

Creative coloring pages

• 10 animals are all different colors
• emergent reading text on each page
• talk about the picture, children add more items to it
• make into a booklet; extra page to design a cover
Galloping horse, galloping horse,

You are BROWN.
Polar bear, polar bear,

You are WHITE.
Big kangaroo, big kangaroo,

You are RED.
Julia butterfly, Julia butterfly,

You are YELLOW.
Furry koala, furry koala,

You are GREY.
Snuffling pig, snuffling pig,

You are PINK.
Giant whale, giant whale,

You are BLUE.
Quiet panther, quiet panther,

You are BLACK.
Coiling snake, coiling snake,

You are GREEN.
Cuddly kitten, cuddly kitten,

You are ORANGE.
Animals Coloring Book